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Thank you for the opportunity to provide written testimony to the House Finance Committee. I would like 

to share some actual experiences I have encountered this year regarding the emotional and financial 

hardships the Pennsylvania Department of Revenue has created for taxpayers throughout the 

Commonwealth. 

One issue I have observed is the deliberate act by the Department to delay processing returns that reflect a 

refund due the taxpayer. One of my clients electronically filed their tax returns which were accepted 

312212017. They then received a notice from the Pa Department of Revenue on April 12, 2017, requesting a 

copy of all 1099's. What the Department really wanted was the 1099-R from Massachusetts Mutual Life 

Insurance Co. reflecting the $1,000 of Pa withholding. The taxpayer's wife passed away suddenly and he 

elected to receive a lump sum distribution of her 401K. A lot of times, the taxpayers don't know or out of 

state firms elect to withhold Pa income tax on distributions not subject to tax. However, I know that any 

company withholding tax must report such information to and file the forms WK2s or 1099s with the 

Federal and State Governments. Therefore, the Pa Department of Revenue should have this information 

readily available. We drafted correspondence to the Department dated April 21, 2017, and included all of 

the requested information. This client stopped back into our off mid-May and we checked the status of the 

refund on the Department's website and no information was available. He stopped by again towards the 

end of June and again the website provided no information on the refund due. So we called the Department 

while the taxpayer was present and was told that the Department is behind in their processing and try back 

in another 8 weeks. The refund was held up for six months. I bet if the taxpayer didn't include income 

reported on Form I 099 the Department would know the amount. This same scenario has occun-ed with 

other clients of mine. 
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The amnesty program should have solved two issues, delinquent taxpayers getting cutTent and the 

Department collecting old money. Maybe those issues were resolved, but taxpayers were inconvenienced 

because the Department's records are inadequate. The correspondence received by taxpayers highlights 

the issues caused by the number of programming and software overhauls the Department has undergone 

over the years. One client of mine received an amnesty Jetter stating that they may have never filed their 

1984 RCT-101. We went into our archives and retrieved the settlement pape1work that we had received 

from the Pa Department of Revenue upon their acceptance of the filed return. Another taxpayer had 

received an amnesty letter stating a missing RCT-101 report for the year 2008 . .There was a perfectly good 

reason this taxpayer never filed a 2008 RCT-10 I; it filed a final year ~007 RCT-101. There is no statute of 

limitations for untiled tax returns, as there is for refund claims. Unjustly, it is the taxpayer that bears the 

burden of proof, despite the Departments records being either incomplete, inaccurate or both. 

My office to date has had only one reply from the Pa Department of Revenue regarding the amnesty 

program and it was a notice of denial. When we followed up, we were infotmed that the taxpayer was 

denied because there was no be1iefit since he was getting a refund. What the Department is overlooking is 

that the taxpayer's refund is being reduced by penalty and interest. 

The most frustrating issue yet is their correspondence audit program, especially now that I have gotten 

some replies from the Department. I understand the purpose of these audits, but the amount of 

documentation the Department is requesting is just insane. 

I have a HVAC client that does over 1.2 million with 6 employees. This client received a letter from the 

Department informing them that they were conducting a review. Actually, the taxpayer and I conducted the 

review. Not only did they ask for a detailed breakdown and documentation to support the amount claimed 

as Cost of Goods Sold, but also detailed travel logs, dated receipts and business purpos~ for all 4 vehicles 

the company supplies its employees and an itemized breakdown with supporting detail for amounts 

claimed as other expenses. Cost of Goods Sold alone is over $700,000. Our response to ~he Depaitment 

was 89 pages and was comprised of QuickBooks general ledger transaction reports for the expense line 

items and a mileage log per vehicle, listing vehicle descdption, date used and total miles driven that date, 

along with the company's vehicle policy on p·ersonal use by employees. The Department responded in 3 

weeks with no change to the return. I guess they only needed the detailed breakdown and not the 

supporting documentation. 



Another client of mine owns an automotive repair shop and he is the sole repairman. He does a little over 

$200,000 and nets about 15%; He received one of those same Pa Department of Revenue letters, again 

requesting a detailed breakdown and supporting documentation for Cost of Goods Sold. Their Cost of 

Goods Sold is roughly $120,000. The taxpayer's wife takes care of the books without having any formal 

training. She pays the bills and at the end of the year, summarizes all of the invoices by category. We use 

this summary to prepare their tax return, asking questions and requesting backup documentation where 

needed. We contacted the Department since there were no QuickBooks reports to use, inquiring how they 

suggest we supply the Department with the necessary documentation. Their suggestion was to prepare an 

Excel schedule, listing out all of the invoices. She had to hire us to perfo1m this task for her. We went 

through and listed out all of the invoices she provided fo us; but we could not tie into the exact amount 

reported on the tax return, falling about $2,000 short. We submitted 38 pages to the Department and _again 

in 3 weeks, they responded with no change to the tax return, other than reducing the underestimated 

payment penalty. There was an actual difference and no change. I am confused as to the purpose of these 

correspondence audits other than· increasing the fees I need to invoice my clients; I have over $1,000 of 

time to bill each of these clients. 

As a film, we took the position to only supply the Department with the detailed breakdown and if they 

wanted more suppo1t, they could request it. We came to this position since we were receiving different 

suggestion from Department agents on what to supply. 

Thank you for your service to Pennsylvania. If you have any questions, or if I can be of further assistance, 

please contact me at my Oxford office. 

Sincerely, 

::;;&:4 
Stephen J. Cavanagh, CPA 
Partner 




